
Create Presser Pat and Sewing Pattern Data In-House, With Supporting Various Cuff Shapes 

  

 

 

 

Derivative Model： 

MODEL U-4206-E/CP Cuff Run-Stitch Machine (With Auto Engraving Cutter) 

 

 

This machine allows users to create both cuff sewing pattern data 

and the presser pats, which are required to make each cuff design 

accurately and beautifully sew cuff runstitches without special 

tools or an external PC. We have made it possible to produce 

them in-house at the factory with zero delivery time. A 2 mm-thick 

blank acrylic plate is the material for creating the presser pat, and 

the end mill built into the table surface of this machine applies the 

pattern data of the seam line input by the user to create a groove 

that follows the shape of the seam line. U-4206-E/CP 

automatically carves two pieces of layered acrylic plates at once. 

After cutting, it is simple to paste the sponge along the grooves 

and perform additional work. If the shape is the same, one acrylic 

presser pat can handle different sizes within 40 to 70 mm (depth) and 230 to 400 mm (width).                                                  

                                                                                                    

Cuff Run-Stitch Machine 

Model U-4206-E 

Model U-4206-E/CP 

 
http://www.yuhomac.com  

Specifications     
★  Sewing Head JUKI DDL-9000C  

(Direct-drive, 1-needle lockstitch, with Thread Trimmer) 

★  Needle DP x 17 #11 

★  Needle Stroke 35 mm 

★  Sewing Speed  Max. 4,000 rpm 

★  Cuffs Width (mm) 230 mm ～ 400 mm 

★  Cuff Depth (mm)  40 mm ～ 70 mm 

★  Pulse Motor    3-Axis                                        

★ Table Height (mm) 900 mm 

★ Power Consumption 200 V / AC  700 VA 

★ Air Consumption  0.5 MPa, 10 nl/min. 

★ Dimensions W 1,450 x D 1,100 x H 1,500 mm 

Configurations                 

★  Vacuum Suction (Material Loading Area) 

★  Stacker System for Cuffs (with Eject Function) 

★  LCD Touchscreen  

★  40 x Pattern Memory 

★ Three-Axis Pulse Motor NC Control 

★  Presser Pat (horizontal length variable)  

★  Bobbin Thread Counter 

★  Thread Breakage Detector (T.B.D.）  

★ Build-In End Mill (U-4206-E/CP only) 

★ Casters with Brake 

★ Air Duster Gun 

Cuff Run-Stitch Machine 

Model U-4206-E 

Model U-4206-E/CP 
(With Auto Engraving Cutter) 
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Daily Output                 

★1 Cycle 16 sec.  

Approx.  1,800pce. / 8H (with 20% allowance, the tact time 

varies depending on sizes and shapes of cuffs.) 

  

 A state-of-the-art, 3-axis control machine 

 supporting 3 types of cuff shapes,  

performing super-accurate auto-sewing/stacking, 

with easy operation 

A single unit of U-4206 can cover 1) round cuffs, 2) square cuffs, and 3) cutaway cuffs. All 

you need is to place 2 x cuff pieces as a layer and fold the tip on a table equipped with 

powerful vacuum suction. Then, the presser pat will transport the material under the needle, 

and automatic sewing with precise size and shape is performed. Immediately afterward, the 

drop-in-type stacker neatly aligns and stacks the finished materials. 

Paste sponge Attach the splicing plates

Additional work 

In the interests of product improvement, appearance and/or 

specifications are subject to change without prior notice. 
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Bundled Software “FP Data7”       

Connecting a PC with this software installed and YUHO automatic 

sewing machines by a USB cable enable users to report the current 

status of user's YUHO machine quickly and precisely. This procedure 

makes YUHO easier to provide quick and appropriate customer 

support remotely. 

ユーザー様の自動機に問題が発生した場合、このソフトウエアをインスト

ールした PC と自動機を、同梱の USB ケーブルで接続することにより、メ

ーカーが自動機のステータスを詳細にモニターすることが可能になり、よ

り迅速、的確なテクニカルサポートを可能にします。 



Cuff Run-Stitch Machine 

Model U-4206-E 
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High Performance Stacker 

Covering Three Types of Cuff Shapes 

No Need to Replace Gauge For  

Same Shape/Different Width 

Designed for Easy Maintenance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Optional Accessory 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enter the dimensions on the LCD touchscreen for 

cufflinks with various sizes and the same shape. 

The same presser pat can manage various sizes 

instantly. For cufflinks with different shapes, you 

can instantly replace the presser pats by loosening 

the thumbscrews, and the sewing pattern data can 

be immediately switched on the LCD touchscreen. 

To satisfy the recent market demands of high-mix, 

small-lot production, the U-4206 cuff sewing 

machine was developed with easy operation, 

multiple functions, and accommodation of a wide 

range of cuff shapes and sizes in mind. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By newly adopting a 3-

axis control system 

and large-capacity 

PLC, it is also 

compatible with 

cutaway cuffs and 

square cuffs, which 

were impossible with 

conventional 

machines, and this 

machine can handle 

three cuff shapes in total, including round cuffs. 

 

 

 

 

 

If the cuff shape is the same but the cuff size is 

different, just input the respective width and depth 

on the LCD touchscreen without changing the 

pattern data (pattern memory #) and presser pats, 

and you will be able to adjust the size for each size 

variation accurately. Suppose the shape is the 

same but different in width. In that case, U-4206 

automatically adjusts the interval of the presser 

pats, divided into left and right halves, according to 

the input dimensions, to accommodate various 

sizes. If the shape is the same but different in the 

size of depth, U-4206 changes the sewing start/end 

positions using the same presser pats' vertical 

groove. Cuff size coverage is 230 to 400 mm (width) 

and 40 to 70 mm (depth). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Up to 40 cuff sewing patterns can be stored in the 

U-4206. You can instantly recall and modify those 

patterns using the LCD touchscreen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Place two pieces of material layered on the table 

with the vacuum suction activated.  Next, when 

folding a part of the overlaid piece, step on the 

pedal to increase the vacuum suction and the 

vacuum will keep the folded condition, so make 

sure to insert the mountain folded part under the 

claw of the guide ruler. Pull it toward operator and 

align the edge of the mountain fold precisely with 

the horizontal edge of the guide ruler, and also align 

it perfectly with the left edge of the guide ruler. 

When you press the pedal again, the carriage 

moves and the presser pat grabs the material with 

the folded part in and transports it under the needle. 

Automatic sewing is performed accurately 

according to the pre-programmed sewing lines, and 

the finished material is transported to the stacker 

drop-in section by the stacker arm, where it is neatly 

stacked downstairs on the table. 

The operator can begin loading the following 

material as soon as the carriage picks up the first 

material. Upon the material being sewn, the 

carriage handovers the material to the stacker's 

arm and immediately heads to pick up the following 

material, realizing an overlapping workflow within a 

single automatic sewing machine and achieving 

higher productivity. 

 

 

 

 

The drop-in type stacker device, designed 

especially for cuffs, automatically drops materials 

from the table surface onto the elevator-type 

stacker table downstairs, stacked neatly on the 

stacker table. 

When the q'ty of stacked materials reaches the 

preset number, U-4206 will automatically discharge 

the bundles of materials that have been sewn. 

Additionally, you can take out the sewn bundle at 

any time by pressing the  EJECT  button on the 

RUN screen of the LCD. 

 

 

 
 

 

By turning on the  MANU  button on the LCD 

touchscreen, you can perform a series of automatic 

actions of onboard devices step by step each time 

you press the pedal, which is very convenient when 

checking the operating order of each device and 

making adjustments. 

When performing maintenance on the sewing head, 

you can easily tilt the sewing head and return it to 

its original position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Custom gauges (optional) are available for each 

cuff shape. One custom gauge set consists of two 

elements: left and Right.prsser pats. It can be 

quickly attached and detached without tools. All 

custom gauges are tailor-made based on the 

customer's desired specifications. (The photo 

shows the presser pats for the round cuffs) 

Table With Vacuum Suction Makes 

Accurate Loading Easy and Instant

 

Ideal for High-Mix, Small-Lot Production 

Width Input Colum Depth Input Column 

RUN Screen (for Cutaway Cuffs) 


